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Our Vision
To be locally valued and universally recognised for our support of artists and
the development and presentation of new work.
Our Mission
Salamanca Arts Centre’s Mission is to enable artists to create new works, to
enable artistic entrepreneurism and through respect, guidance and inspiration,
to foster connections between artists and audiences.
SAC’s Strategic Priority
To use our resources ethically, efficiently and responsibly to encourage
contemporary expression of the arts.
What SAC is and does
Salamanca Arts Centre is the custodian of seven heritage buildings that are
home to studio artists in residence, numerous arts organisations working
across the visual and performing arts, festivals & events, literature, writing
& film, and to designers, makers, retailers of, and commercial galleries for
contemporary art and craft.
SAC also manages a suite of arts venues including the Peacock Theatre, Long
Gallery, Founders’ Room, Sidespace Gallery, Kelly’s Garden, Courtyard, Top
Gallery and Lightbox. Our venues showcase SAC’s curated and programmed
events as well as our Access Program’s community and independent
performances, exhibitions and other arts events and projects.
Operating parallel to the management of the buildings and venues, SAC works
with local, interstate and international artists, working across all art forms, to
conceive and develop new works, and to present those works to local and
visiting audiences.
The staff at Salamanca Arts Centre are a team of dedicated, passionate
and committed arts administrators, whose collective skills, qualifications
and experience are invested into supporting artists to realise their creative
endeavours.
The objects for which Salamanca Arts Centre was established in 1975 remain
in place for the Centre today:
•
to develop in Tasmania a greater knowledge, understanding and
		
practice of the arts
•
to increase accessibility of the arts to the public in Tasmania
•
to promote community involvement in the practice of the arts
•
to provide cooperation between practitioners of the arts
•
to provide exhibition of works of art
•
to provide teaching
•
to assist and cooperate with institutions, government departments,
		
social authorities and other bodies on any matters concerned 		
		
directly or indirectly with these objectives.
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CHAIR’S REPORT
GERALD LOUGHRAN

As Chair, I’m pleased to report that 2013 was another productive year for Salamanca Arts Centre with
achievements in the arts, improvements to the buildings, and recognition of the Arts Centre’s value to the
community.
The Vice Chancellor of the University of Tasmania, Professor Peter Rathjen, launched the University’s research
into The Economic Social and Cultural Value of the Salamanca Arts Centre 2011 - 2012.
This ground-breaking research, led by Paul Muller, has been used in Salamanca Arts Centre’s reports and
applications to Government agencies with significant success, particularly as among key findings it demonstrates
conservatively estimated community value to be $52.5m annually, and that for every $1 in government funding
invested across Salamanca Arts Centre, there is a return of $3.
In November 2013 longstanding Chair of Salamanca Arts Centre, Ron Gifford, stepped down from the role of
Chair and from his appointment to the Board by the Minister responsible for Crown Lands. I was then elected
by the Board to follow Ron Gifford as Chair.
Ron Gifford joined the Executive Committee of Salamanca Arts Centre Inc. and became Vice President in April
2002 and President in 2004. Ron steered the association through significant development and change with the
Executive Committee and the Director while SAC remained an Incorporated Association.
In 2009, the Executive Committee was enabled by a change in State Government legislation to become a
Company Limited by Guarantee, in accordance with the Fishel Governance Review recommendations of 20045. Ron Gifford was then appointed as a Director of the Company as the nominee of the Minister responsible for
Crown Lands, and then elected Chair by fellow Board members.
Across 10 years of contribution to governance and leadership of the Executive Committee and the Board,
new policies, procedures and programs led to significant improvements to the Government-owned heritage
buildings, and increased support and capital upgrades by the State Government. An outstanding achievement
during Ron’s tenure was the installation of the long-awaited lift and disability access facilities across the Centre,
officially launched on 2nd September 2009 by the Minister then responsible for Crown Lands, the Hon David
Llewellyn, as a key project of the Lennon Labor Government Premier’s Disability Access agenda.
Over this time too, increased competition to qualify for tenancies at the Arts Centre led to increased quality of
tenancies, and tenants’ pride in investment in the appearance of individual tenancies.
Ron Gifford’s significant contribution to the Salamanca Arts Centre was greatly valued by all who worked with
him across the years. On behalf of the Board, stakeholders, and all who worked with him, I wish Ron well in his
retirement as he spends more time with his family and travelling Australia and internationally.
The Minister responsible for Crown Lands endorsed Salamanca Arts Centre’s recommended nominee, David
Bartlett, who joined the Board as the Ministerial appointment in December 2013.
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CEO’S REPORT
ROSEMARY MILLER

Founded by community leaders, educators and artists, Salamanca Arts Centre has since provided a focus for diverse
cultural activity that has significantly shaped the arts in Tasmania and Hobart, and the Salamanca precinct as an arts
destination. SAC established Tasmania’s first Writers Festival, the Salamanca Arts Festival, music festivals and events,
exhibitions, the Salamanca Winter Market and the cultural activation of the waterfront precinct.
In 2013, Salamanca Arts Centre continued to break new ground: in value research, in visual and performing arts, interdisciplinary practice, professional practice development, and creating opportunities for emerging and early career
artists.
2013 saw the launch of the groundbreaking Cost-Benefit Study, a first for the Arts in Tasmania. The Economic, Social
and Cultural Value of the Salamanca Arts Centre 2011-12 was authored by lead researcher, Utas PhD candidate Paul
Muller, with contributing research by Dr Neil Cameron, Lauren Jameson, Kristel Robertson and Robert Grafton. The
research received local and national media coverage in radio, print and online media stories and the researcher was
contacted by cultural organisations eager to learn more about applicability to their contexts.
In January 2013 Salamanca Arts Centre competed in a strong national field to be awarded significant Australia Council
for the Arts initiative to support early career artists working experimentally, with the aim to develop new artworks for
festival contexts. We named this initiative SITUATE Art in Festivals, and delivered the first intensive Arts Lab in June
2013 with 15 artists selected from a field of 258 nationally. Five places were reserved for Tasmanian artists. The 2013
Arts Lab was delivered alongside the inaugural Dark Mofo, one of six Festival partners for the SITUATE initiative, the
others being Mona Foma, Womadelaide, Fringe World Perth, Darwin Arts Festival, and Vryfees South Africa, all eager
to engage with the program and to consider artists’ project proposals for commissioning.
The first Dark Mofo Festival also offered SAC opportunities for two key partnership projects, Louis & Bebe ((Berlin),
supported by the Goethe Institute; and Sound to Light, supported by the Australia Council’s Music Program and linked
to Melbourne’s The Light in Winter Festival and No Vacancy Gallery in Federation Square. Both projects received
extensive statewide and national coverage in a joint communications effort by both presenting parties.
Artist Julie Gough was the commissioned Curator for Salamanca Arts Centre’s major Long Gallery exhibition in 2013,
with Testing Ground, which toured to Devonport Regional Gallery in May-June 2013, then Flinders University City
Gallery Adelaide from February to early May in 2014, and on to Broken Hill Regional Gallery from mid May to the end of
June. These touring projects received a high profile in these regional communities, promoting Salamanca Arts Centre,
Tasmanian Curators and artists alongside national and international peers. The 2011 exhibition Discovery, curated by
Dr Colin Langridge, continued its national tour, as did the 2012 major exhibition, Made in China Australia, curated by
Greg Leong.
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Other significant arts projects, detailed in this Report include Mobile States touring program’s I’m Your Man, and
Opal Vapour, and the HyPe Hybrid Performance Development Program’s Green Room created by Jane Longhurst
and Dylan Sheridan, Ihos Opera’s Echo Part 1 directed by Constantine Koukias, and Rose Ottavi-Kokkoris’s Pop
Up Cabaret.
The Tasmanian State Government, through DPIPWE and Crown Lands, supported SAC to make further progress
with buildings upgrade through the annual Capital Improvement Plan – Essential Maintenance (CIP-EM) with the
annual allocation of $50,000 for building fabric repairs and services augmented by $100,000 to replace degraded
mid-1800s slate roofing, overcoming leaks and improving insulation at the top level of the building.

ARTS PROGRAM OVERVIEW 2013

Salamanca Arts Centre has an ambitious forward-thinking curatorial vision: to support Tasmanian artists whose
practice is concerned with experimentation, research, and the investigation of ideas and form to take conceptual
leaps, and to challenge and transform the existing boundaries of traditional visual arts practice, performance and
theatre-making.
SAC invests in ideas and people demonstrating the ability to create ambitious new work that contributes to the
growth of Australian contemporary art practice. SAC is an experienced producer and presenter, working with
exemplary artists from Tasmania, nationally and internationally.
In 2013, SAC worked with outstanding artists within our ongoing established Arts Program, prioritizing excellence
and innovation. We secured a major new national initiative following a successful bid to the Australia Council for the
Arts that we titled SITUATE Art in Festivals. With the establishment of a new festival Dark Mofo, and the festival’s
funding contribution, we were able to present two significant festival projects.
SAC’s core arts development and presentation team is led by CEO and Artistic Director Rosemary Miller, with Arts
and Events Coordinator Kelly Drummond Cawthon and Visual Arts Coordinator Fiona Fraser.
Our report below comprehensively outlines the significant contribution Salamanca Arts Centre’s core arts program
makes to Hobart’s community and culture.
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SITUATE ART IN FESTIVALS
In 2012 the Australia Council for the Arts nationally sought Expressions of Interest in their Art in Festivals initiative for
a program that would support Early Career Artists working experimentally to develop new works for festival contexts.
In January 2013 Salamanca Arts Centre was awarded the project from a strong field on the basis of a multiple festivals
partnership model, a two week Arts Lab for fifteen participants led by established artist/mentors, seeking multiple
commissionings, and a touring program.
Over the ensuing months a website was developed <situate.org.au>, a profile-raising publicity and social media
campaign undertaken, artist applications called, processes devised and agreed, and an external curatorium
established to shortlist artists. The fifteen outstanding early career artists, selected from a field of 258 from around
Australia, included five graduates of the University of Tasmania’s School of Art.
The Arts Lab, based at Salamanca Arts Centre, was run in June 2013 alongside the inaugural Dark MOFO, providing
the artists with an exciting opportunity to engage with a new festival as it emerged, and one where experimental
contemporary artworks were featured.
The first Arts Lab weekend brought together representatives from our six partner festivals, Dark Mofo, Darwin Festival,
Fringe World Perth, Mona Foma, Vryfees South Africa, Womadelaide, for presentations by both artists and festival
reps so that each could learn about the other. The first week Lab intensive included stimulation, provocation, process
and experimentation. Much of the second week was spent at Friends School’s Far South Wilderness Lodge at Dover,
providing a sublime Tasmanian bush setting where artists refined their ideas for new works to propose to festivals.
By December 2013, two artists had been commissioned by Vryfees South Africa, one each for 2014 and 2015, with
initial interest in a range of works and artists expressed from each partner festival. The program will have exciting
commissioning outcomes to report at the end of 2014. Please check situate.org.au for regular updates.
Rosemary Miller
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ARTS PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT AND PRESENTATION
FIONA FRASER

MAJOR EXHIBITION
TESTING GROUND

Curated by Julie Gough
Salamanca Arts Centre (SAC) commissioned Tasmanian indigenous artist Dr Julie Gough to curate our 2013 major
exhibition Testing Ground, and this exhibition formed part of the Ten Days on the Island festival and brought
together 14 artists whose work explores the testing of processes, ideas and audience preconceived notions.
Testing Ground explores alternative and/or experimental productions about culture, in a discourse about the value
of divergence. The artists are ‘investigators’ who work with techniques and equipment in extraordinary ways. Often
subversive, they test the grounds from which their material, content, techniques and traditions are derived. Their
alternative intuitive renditions about place, identity and their representation testify to human desire to renew and
remake the world afresh.
Testing Ground configures investigative insights by artists on the nature of identity, particularly in relation to place,
destabilising popular expectations about culture, race and gender. Some works provoke unanticipated emotional
responses; confounding, surprising and amusing.
The exhibition, opened by Hobart artist Lucy Bleach, was shown in the Long Gallery from 14 March – 28 April 2013,
and presented both nine new and 23 existing experimental artworks spanning video, video installations, mixed
media installations, photography, and a hand-sequined flag with embedded AR code.
The exhibiting artists include: The 1491s (USA), Olof Bjornsdottir (Iceland), Trudi Brinckman (Tas), Darren Cook
(Tas), Rebecca Dagnall (WA), Sue Kneebone (SA), Nancy Mauro-Flude (Tas), Jeroen Offerman (Netherlands),
Perdita Phillips (WA), r e a (NSW), Keren Ruki (NSW/Aotearoa), Christian Thompson (SA/UK), Martin Walch (Tas)
and Siying Zhou (NT/Vic).
The curator’s floor talk included discussions by exhibiting artists Sue Kneebone, Nancy Mauro-Flude, Perdita
Phillips, Martin Walch and Keren Ruki, and allowed the 40+ visitors a deeper insight into the show.
The exhibition attracted an audience of 4838 in Hobart including school groups, guided tours, local, national and
international visitors. The 40 page colour catalogue, designed by Jess Atkinson at Sarah Owen Design, included
a preface by SAC CEO/Artistic Director Rosemary Miller, essay by curator Dr Julie Gough titled ‘Testing Ground
– the art of path making (not Terra Nullius nor Manifest Destiny)’ and essay by academic, artist and writer Dr Pat
Hoffie, which discussed the artists’ various approaches to experimentation within their practice, testing audience
perception and positioning this within an historical context.
The high standard of the show can be measured by the strong uptake of galleries for the exhibition tour. After
debuting at SAC, the exhibition toured until June 2014 and encompassed the following galleries: Devonport
Regional Gallery, Tas. (May-Jun 2013), Flinders University City Gallery, S.A. (Feb-Apr 2014) and Broken Hill
Regional Gallery, N.S.W. (May-Jun 2014). In Adelaide, Testing Ground won the Bank SA Award for Best Visual Art
+ Design Exhibition in the 2014 Fringe Festival.
In addition to support from Arts Tasmania, Hobart City Council and Ten Days on the Island, the Australia Council’s
Visual Arts Board Presentation and Promotion contributed $36,480, and CAT (EDF) provided $5080 towards Julie
Gough’s development of the project.
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SAC’S MAJOR EXHIBITIONS TOURING IN 2013 ARE:
Dis-covery (2011) curated by Dr Colin Langridge
•

Tamworth Regional Gallery (NSW)			

13 Mar – 13 April 2013

Made in China, Australia (2012) curated by Greg Leong
•

Burnie Regional Gallery (Tas)			

1 Feb – 1 Mar 2013

•

McClelland Gallery and Sculpture Park (Vic)		

17 Mar – 9 Jun 2013

•

Lake Macquarie City Art Gallery (NSW)		

21 Jun – 28 Jul 2013

•

Adelaide Festival Centre (SA)			

31 Aug – 20 Oct 2013

•

Ararat Regional Art Gallery (Vic)			

27 Mar – 18 May 2014

•

Kickarts Contemporary Arts (Qld) 			

Jun – Jul 2014

•

Artspace Mackay (Qld)				

5 Sep – 18 Oct 2014

•

Grafton Regional Gallery (NSW)			

Dec 2014 – 1 Feb 2015

•

Queen Victoria Museum and Art Gallery (Tas)		

21 Feb – 3 May 2015

Testing Ground (2013), curated by Dr Julie Gough
•

Salamanca Arts Centre (Tas)			

14 Mar -28 Apr 2013

•

Devonport Regional Gallery (Tas) 			

11 May – 16 Jun 2013

•

Flinders University City Gallery (SA) 			

22 Feb - 4 May 2014

•

Broken Hill Regional Gallery (NSW)			

16 May – 29 Jun 2014

KELLY’S GARDEN CURATED PROJECTS
Curated by Séan Kelly, a well-recognized and respected curator and arts writer, the 2013 program included two
established interstate artists with international profiles, and two Tasmanian artists, one a local early career artist and
the other an established and respected artist and academic from Northern Tasmania.
The 2013 program included:
Domenico de Clario

tonglen (I think I know what I need but I always end up with what I want)		

					

March - April

Nigel Hellyer 		

Whizzer-all my love darling!

Jacob Leary 		

Dandy Forces			

September - October

Marie Sierra 		

meme ii kelly’s garden		

January – February 2014

June - July

Note: the Sierra exhibition was postponed until January 2014 due to other commitments.
Commissioned artists created new site-specific installations in response to the Kelly’s Garden exhibition space and
were encouraged to include associated performances and events integral to the concepts of their work. Kelly’s
Garden is Hobart’s primary outdoor exhibition space, and the program, now in its fifth year, has gained a reputation
for presenting high calibre artists of great interest to the Arts Community. Equally, the space’s location and exposure
ensure that large numbers of the broader public are introduced to intriguing and engaging exhibitions. Funding for
this program is generated through Arts Tasmania, Aspect Design and money raised through SAC’s annual Quiz Night.
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MONTHLY EXHIBITION PROGRAM IN
LIGHTBOX, TOP GALLERY, SIDESPACE GALLERY
ONGOING
SAC’s Visual Arts Panel assesses applications twice annually, and each year
demand for these spaces grows. Incrementally SAC has raised the bar, requiring
simple but professional exhibition applications. All SAC’s exhibition spaces come
with attention to the development of exhibiting artists’ professional practice. The
Top Gallery program for graduate and emerging artists is increasingly attracting
quality proposals and is becoming well known for challenging and exciting
shows, offering a crucial first solo exhibition to artists, with support from SAC
staff. The Top Gallery showcased a range of contemporary and experimental
exhibitions across traditional media, mixed media installations, collaborations
and performances.

Studio Residencies and Exhibition Program - Studio Gallery ONGOING
The Studio Residencies program includes both established and emerging artists.
Artists respond to an annual call and application process and are granted one or
two-year terms based on their residency objectives, program, and competitive
merit. Artists work with diverse media and practice including painting, graphic
design, video, music, jewellery, and fashion design. Applications for the
2013 Studio Residencies program demonstrated strong competitive quality,
business planning and diversity, which has resulted in a vibrant mix of activities,
collaborations and collegial support in SAC Studios and Studio Gallery.
In response to increasing professional commitments of many of SAC’s Studio
artists, many having national and international activities, SAC has broadened the
scope of exhibitors for the Studio Gallery to include invited curated exhibitions
generated by SAC resident galleries and an annual exhibition by Tasmanian
School of Art second year Painting students, which is one of the projects that
links UTAS School of Art with SAC and introduces students to the range of
opportunities that SAC offers professionally practicing artists. SAC also hosts
annual studio visits by UTAS School of Art Professional Practice students.
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LIVE ARTS PROGRAM
KELLY DRUMMOND CAWTHON

The 2013 Live Arts Program showcased a year of discovery, connection, and risk. Artists from diverse contemporary
practice engaged in the development and presentation of new work to new audiences and new artistic communities.
Projects that had begun at SAC returned, artists, both familiar and new to SAC programs, developed new collaborative
partnerships and found new audiences.

HyPe: HYBRID PERFORMANCE PROGRAM

SAC’s HyPe program draws on the strengths of Tasmania contemporary visual arts and Tasmania’s history of
performance art, dance, music theatre and visual theatre through companies such as Terrapin, Tasdance, IHOS and Is
Theatre, and it provides opportunities for reimaging arts practice. Through HyPe, SAC is working to create structures
and contexts for contemporary performance support based around notions of emerging practice as opposed to
emerging artists; Art form as well as artist development. The program complements current activity and also addresses
the identified need to create opportunities for new local work that is hybrid, or inter-disciplinary.
Building on the successes and challenges of the HyPe 2010-2012 initiatives, the HyPe 2013 program continued to
identify, nourish and present courageous and innovative Tasmanian artists in their pursuit of interdisciplinary and hybrid
practice. After a Call for Expressions of Interest from Tasmanian performance-makers, visual artists, musicians and
composers, and other live-art explorers, seven project teams were invited to join the HyPe 2013 Creative Community.
Each of the artists joining the program were welcomed by Deborah Pollard at the Art of Risk + Challenge in early 2013,
were supported by Kelly Drummond Cawthon (SAC Arts & Events Coordinator), and shared their experiences with the
diverse and talented field of HyPE artists at informal conversations, workshops and showings throughout the year.
The 2013 program, funded by the Theatre Board of the Australia Council included:
•

The Art of Risk + Challenge: A series of practical cross-art form performance-making provocations, workshops
and conversations with Deborah Pollard, Joanna Dudley, Dirk Dresselhaus + Rufus Didwiszus, Martyn Coutts
and Jo Duffy.

•

HyPe Residency 2013:Valley of the Shadow of Death with Key Creatives Felicity Jane Horsley, Heidi Douglas,
Jason James, Polly Sara, Heath Brown.

•

The Evolutionary Strait Jacket: Climate Change Karaoke Project: a new work by Selena de Carvalho.

•

Am I Blue? : A creative development by Rodney Berry + Palle Dahlstedt

•

Rose O.K’s Pop-Up Cabaret : A new work by Rose Ottavi-Kokkoris, Sean Monro, Heath Brown, and
Sara Duffus presented in partnership with the Festival of Voices.

•

Echo Part 1- A Neurological Soundscape: A new work presentation by IHOS Music Theatre & Opera.

•

The Green Room: A new work presentation by Dylan Sheridan + Jane Longhurst.

•

Like HyPe: A collaboration with Junction Arts Festival to support audience development.
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MOBILE STATES

Curated by Salamanca Arts Centre in collaboration with five capital city arts organisations (PICA, The Performance
Space, ArtsHouse, Brisbane Powerhouse with touring by Performing Lines), Mobile States tours contemporary
Australian theatre, and hybrid performance work of international standard you can sink your teeth into: intelligent,
ambitious and consistently well-reviewed. The Mobile States 2013 program was enriched by educational workshops
for local teachers and students and professional development master-classes for Tasmanian performers and
performance-makers.
The 2013 Program included:
OPAL VAPOUR, a dynamic new dance work that addresses the loss of ritual in contemporary culture. This
mesmerising performance seamlessly integrates choreography with live music, sound, shadows and imagery. In 2011,
the artists developed the concept and content of Opal Vapour during residencies at Port Macquarie’s Glasshouse
Arts Centre, and at Salamanca Arts Centre (through Kultour’s Mobile K program). OPAL VAPOUR’s dance, live voice
and instrumentals, light elements, shadow play and live-feed camera projection are composed into a progression
of transforming and haunting multi-layered images. The artists have drawn on Jade and Ria’s Australian/Javanese
ancestry and have been inspired by Javanese Wayang Kulit (shadow puppet theatre) – a rich and dynamically adaptive
art form that uses many performance languages to tell time-less epic tales.
“A beautiful, harmonious, professional contemplative production”
“magnificent- the use of textiles, brilliant and magical, voice superb, seamless, beautiful, graceful”
“invaluable to have contact ‘on the floor’ with such great artists”.
I’M YOUR MAN
Using a combination of headphone-verbatim, audio-scripting and intense physical training, I’m Your Man explores
notions of masculinity, courage and respect. Armed with her trusty audio-recorder, director Roslyn Oades follows
a high-profile professional boxer through his preparation for a world title fight. Along the way she meets some
extraordinary personalities - past legends and failed contenders whose lives have been irreversibly changed by the
fight game.
“Fantastic show, intense, brutal. Loved it.”

Both Mobile States performance seasons were enriched by diverse and rewarding outreach activities including
workshops in Creative Writing Workshop with the Young Adult Migrant English Program and Students Against
Racism, a dance and boxing workshop at the Police Boy’s Club, artist presentations at The University of Tasmania
Art Forum, and Dance and Textiles workshops for Tasmanian Artists.
DARK MOFO
As part of the 2013 Dark MOFO and The Light In Winter Festival program, SAC and 313RGB presented an
innovative and forward looking contemporary music and visual arts event titled Sound to Light – Crossing Borders.
The event enabled a diverse collection of sound artists to collaborate with video/visual artists to create an exciting
contemporary hybrid performance experience for a sold out crowd. SAC also co-presented Joanna Dudley and
Dirk Dresselhaus in Louis & Bebe are two souls in three parts at the Avalon Theatre.
AND BEYOND
SAC staff supported the Nayri Niara Good Spirit Festival, Class Clowns, World of Women Film Festival and
presented a public art program, Public Encounters, for the Taste of Tasmania.
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2013 MARKETING AND COMMUNICATIONS
BRETT STEEL

SAC’s marketing and communications priorities in 2013 were to:
•

Increase local and national awareness of Salamanca Arts Centre through social media and print and digital 		
media articles.

•

Become recognised as a state-wide and national leader in the arts and creative industries.

•

Create sophisticated and forward-thinking marketing strategies for all of Salamanca Arts Centre’s performance
and visual arts programs.

•

Attract new audiences to Mobile States seasons – Opal Vapour and I’m Your Man and increase single ticket sales.

•

Communicate, engage and build audiences for SAC’s HyPe (Hybrid Performance) program and Situate Art in
Festivals inaugural Lab program.

•

Stimulate a strong sense of community while continuing to build in-kind and partnerships to extend the value
and impact of marketing budget.

Marketing budget was slightly increased for 2013. This allowed SAC to create a key marketing document with Avant
Card, which saw a print-run of 6,000 copies and state-wide distribution to new locations, educations institutions
and arts organisations. SAC established a new contract with the Mercury for print and online advertising, as well as
continuation of ongoing channels in print, radio, local cinema and general gallery guide listings.
In 2013 there was an increased focus on SAC’s social media communications strategies, which resulted in a 50%
increase in Facebook followers. We also moved all ticketing across to Eventbrite for a more efficient and manageable
online process.
•

SAC website was frequently updated in-house and used as core channel of communications distribution through
e-news, social media and publicity.

•

Online e-newsletter sent fortnightly saw steady growth in subscribers across two formats What’s On and In the SAC.

•

A focus on social media, establishing two-way engagement and building our audiences through online networks,
conversations and daily posting.

The two Mobile States events in 2013 received good publicity and social media exposure due to the programmed
workshops directly involving the cast. Opal Vapour workshop with Ogilvie High School and the direct relationship
that was built with the Tasmanian boxing community for I’m Your Man, which involved a workshop and new crosspromotional relationships with new audience channels into these specific Tasmanian communities.
Editorial highlights of 2013 included:
•

Artlink full page preview ‘Made in China Australia’ January 2013 edition, Vol 33.

•

Philip Hayward interview with Nancy-Mauro Flude for Testing Ground exhibition, The Mercury, March 14, 2013.

•

The Australian listings for Testing Ground, April 2013.

•

Feature article for Testing Ground exhibition, April 6, The Mercury Saturday Magazine.

•

ArtsHub article ‘Louis & Bebe are two souls in three parts’, April 28, 2013.

•

Philip Heyward ‘Jade polishes opal dance’ feature article on Opal Vapour for The Mercury May 22, 2013.

•

Review of ‘Opal Vapour’ by Lesley Graham, published May 28, 2013.

•

Bridget Cormack, ‘Creation, Life, Death of sound’ write up of Louis & Bebe for The Australian, June 11, 2013.

•

Philip Heyward, feature article on Situate Arts Lab, The Mercury, July 2, 2013.

•

Double-page feature article on Salamanca Arts Centre and CEO Rosemary Miller by Winzavod Russian
Art Review Magazine, Sep 26, 2013.

•

ArtsHub article ‘Three for one profit at Salamanca Arts Centre’ Sep 12, 2013.

•

Feature article on Kelly’s Garden artist Jacob Leary, by Emma Hope, Oct 9. 2013.

2013 saw the inaugural Dark Mofo Festival of which Salamanca Arts Centre had two joint projects Louis & Bebe
and Sound to Light presented with Dark Mofo. Both of these received extensive statewide and national coverage
in a joint effort of communications from both presenting parties.
Situate Arts in Festivals website was developed by The Nest in Sydney and national media was handled by Decode
Media in conjunction with SAC. Situate social media was well received with Instagram, Twitter and Facebook being
popular channels as well as the advent of Situate TV online videos documenting the process.
2013 also saw the launch of the ground-breaking Cost-Benefit Study, a first for the Arts in Tasmania. The Economic,
Social and Cultural Value of the Salamanca Arts Centre 2011-12 was authored by lead researcher Utas PhD
candidate Paul Muller with contributing research by Neil Cameron, Lauren Jameson, Kristel Robertson and Robert
Grafton. This received local and national media coverage in radio, print and online media stories.
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With the exception of a few persistent leaks, the new iron roof
performs well. The areas of roof that were underperforming were
those made of slate.
Although not obvious from Salamanca Place unless one looks up,
the roof to the four-storey warehouse to the right of Kelly’s Lane is
all slate, as is the gable facing Salamanca Place on the corner of
Wooby’s Lane and Salamanca Place.
This area of roofing leaked copiously, much to the chagrin of Terrapin
Puppet Theatre (four-storey warehouse) where daylight was visible
through the roof in many areas of their rehearsal space, to the artists
at the far end of the Studio Gallery.
This year, after being presented with a robust business case,
Government Landlord provided a further $100,000 under the Capital
Improvement Plan (CIP), and tenders were requested from suitably
qualified contractors to repair SAC’S slate roofing.
The successful tenderer was Hans Hellemans, a recent arrival from
Belgium with 15 years’ experience in traditional European slate
methods, and was best equipped to preserve the integrity of SAC’s
heritage. Hans found the Tasmanian winter conditions that prevailed
aloft during the 12-week repair program to be pale in comparison to
those experienced in his homeland.
The extensive scaffolding used for the roofing works also provided
the opportunity to provide maintenance to some hard to reach
areas above the 4th floor level. Chimneys were repointed, guttering

BUILDING AND FACILITIES MANAGEMENT
DAVID HUGHES

replaced and the bridge linking the 4 storey buildings across Kelly’s
Lane was re-rooved as well.
Other rainwater related maintenance was also undertaken in 2013.

Over the last decade there has occurred an expanding relationship between SAC and its Government landlord
agency, the Department of Primary Industries, Parks, Water and Environment (DPIPWE), which, in relevance to SAC,

Guttering was replaced from half way along Wooby’s Lane down to
Salamanca Square, and right around the bluestone warehouse and

incorporates Crown Lands.

into the SAC Courtyard.

This relationship is pivotal to SAC’s stewardship of the iconic Georgian warehouses that accommodate the venues,

SAC has undertaken a program that continually renews the traditional

galleries retailers, arts industry offices and artists’ studios that comprise the Salamanca Arts Centre.

sacrificial render on the lower courses of sandstone at ground level.

Since the keys to the premises were handed to SAC management in 1977 there has existed an epic struggle to contain

leaches them out harmlessly on to the surface of the render.

The lime in the render draws the mineral salts out of the water and

leaks from the extensive structures, address cracking and delaminating masonry, caulk gaping holes in floors and
provide adequate heating and ventilation.
In 2004 the Government instigated the Capital Improvement Plan – Essential Maintenance (CIP-EM) scheme for SAC,
which has allocated up to $50,000 per annum for building fabric and services.
One of the most pressing capital maintenance issues that faced SAC over the past 36 years has been keeping
rainwater out of the buildings. After 10 years of creative bucket works by the tireless volunteers, in 1987 the Tasmanian
Government, as landlord, replaced the iron rooves of five of the warehouses that constitute the Arts Centre.
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VENUES REPORT
ALLANA BLIZZARD JONES
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SAC STAFF
Allana Blizzard Jones - Venues Co-ordinator
Lyndon Bounday - Venues Technician
Carolyn Coates - Tennancies and SPACE Co-ordinator
Lesley Clark - Cleaner
Kelly Drummond Cawthon - Arts and Events
Penny Eaves - Accounts
Maxwell Ford - Venues Technician
Fiona Fraser - Visual Arts Co-ordinator until April
David Hughes - Facilities Co-ordinator
Rosemary Miller - CEO/Artistic Director until December
Brett Steele - Marketing and Communications Co-ordinator
Craig Opie - Maintenance/Venues Supervisor
Shane Turner - Maintenance
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SUPPORTERS & ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
We acknowledge our Supporters
Salamanca Arts Centre is grateful for the valuable and generous support it receives through Government agencies,
Foundations, our arts organisation partners, our resident artists and retailers, and those other organisations and
individuals who support Salamanca Arts Centre’s programs and projects.
Australia Council for the Arts
Arts Tasmania
The City of Hobart
Burnie City Council
Performing Lines
Burnie Regional Gallery
Contemporary Art Tasmania
Gordon Darling Foundation
KickArts Contemporary Arts
Aspect Design
Festivals Australia
Events Tasmania
Skills Tasmania
Institute of Project Management
Tasmanian Community Fund
Goulburn Regional Art Gallery
Swan Hill Regional Art Gallery
Flinders University Art Museum and City Gallery
Mildura Arts Centre Regional Gallery
Western Plains Cultural Centre
Maitland Regional Art Gallery
Benalla Art Gallery (Vic)
MONA FOMA
Dark MoFo
Festival of Voices
Our SITUATE Partner Festivals; WOMADelaide, Darwin Festival, Dark MOFO and MONA FOMA, Melbourne’s Festival of Live Art,
Vrystaat Kunstefees Arts Festival in South Africa, UnConformity Festival Queenstown,
and our Quiz Night Supporters.

DESIGN AND LAYOUT
Nicole Robson
PHOTOGRAPHY CREDITS
Sean Fennessy, Fiona Fraser, Craig Opie,
Nicole Robson
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